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Abstract

The main topic ofthis paper is the use ofpiece-line at aggregatemathematical method

for formal specification, simulation and validation of distributed systems. The main

advantage of this approach is that it integrates two tasks of different nature, i.e.

simulation and correctness analysis of specification, on the base of a single

specification. Method of verification of aggregate specifications using forward-

backward simulation approaches is delivered also. The presented methods are

explained using illustrative examples.

1. Introduction

Distributed systems arise in many applications, including telecommunications, distributed

information processing, scientific computation and real-time process control.

Two properties are essential for distributed systems:

. computation activity is represented as the concurrent execution ofsequential
processes,

. processes communicate by passing messages.

The models of computation generally considered to be distributed are process models, in
which computational activity is represented as the concurrent execution of sequential

processes [LL90]. The process models that are most obviously distributed are ones in which

process communicate by message passing: one process sends a message by adding it to a

message queue, and another process receives the message, by removing it from queue.

These models vary in such details as the length ofthe message queues and how long a delay

may occur between when as message is sent and which it can be received'

A wide variety of message-passing models can be used to fepresent distributed systems.

They can be classified by the assumptions made about four separate concerns: network

topology, syncfuony, failure and message buffering.
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Two kinds of analysis are used for analysis of distributed systems: behaviour and
performance analysis. All possible trajectories are anatysed during behaviour analysis and it
permits to check a correctness of specification. Various validation and verification methods
are used for conectness analysis. During performance analysis computer executes
developed specification of distributed system. performance analysis is canied out by
simulation means. The main characteristics which are analysed during behaviour and
performance analyses are named in Table l.

Kind of analysis
Behaviour performance

Used methods
Validation and verification Simulation

Analysed characteristics
Static and dynamic deadlocks Lengths ofqueues

Termination Transmission time of messages
Invariant properties Waiting time

Safety Units utilisation coeffrcients
Liveness

Equivalence

Various formal methods are used for specification and analysis of distributed systems. This
pub-lication is about aggregate approach [prangl], which iermits integrate uetraviour ano
performance analysis on the base of single specification. Such possibili-ty permits to prove
that developed specification is correct and to evaluate performance characteristics of an
analysed system. For example, analysing computer network protocor it is not enough toprove conectness of its specification but also it is needed conectly to choose parameters of
protocols such as timer values, buffer sizes, channel capacities, etc.

The most general definition of a distributed system is a triple {s, ,a, >} , where s - the set of
states,,4 - the set ofactions and X - the set ofbehaviours.

Each behaviour is a finite or infinite sequence of the form so --s) s, 4 sz --!r--+ ... ,
where each sl is a state and each ai is an action. A state describes the complete instantaneous
state of the system, an action.is a system operation that is taken to b; indivisible, and a
behaviour represents an execution ofthe system whose a; action takes the system rro. ,rut.
s, r to state r,. The set E represents the set ofall possible system executions.

There are two general approaches describing the set X: constructive and axiomatic. In the
constructive approach x describes by program which one may be written in a conventional
programming language or in terms ola formal model such as i/o automata [Lynchl, various
modification of Petry nets, calculus of communicating systems Ilvrirns'0t, uggr"gu,.
approach [Pran91].

Table l. Analysis methods and analysed characteristics
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Axiomatic description leads directly to a method of reasoning. If @ is the set of axioms that

describe 2 and C is property expressed inthe same form system as @, then the system

satisfies C if and only if the formula @+ C is valid.

2. Aggregate Approach

2.1. The Use of Controlling Sequences for Formal Description of
Piece-Linear Aggregates

In the applicatiori of the aggregate approach for system specification, the system is
represented as a set of interacting piece - linear aggregates (PLA) [Pran82]. The PLA is
taken as an object de{ined by a set of states Z, input signals X, and output signals I'. The

aggregate functioning is considered in a set of time moments / e 7. The state z e Z, the

input signals x eX, and the output signals y e I'are considered to be time functions. Apart
from these sets, transition lLI and output G operators must be known as well.

The state z e Z of the pieceJinear aggregate is the same as the state of a pieceJinear

Markov process, i.e.:

"(r)= 
(u(r) ,,(r)

where u(t) is a discrete siate component taking values on a countable set of values; and

z, (t) is a continuos comptinent comprising of ,,r{g), 
",rQ),...,2.* 

(t) co-ordinates.

When there are no.inputs, ihe state of the ag$egate changes in the following manner:

,(r)= s.'., . 
o'r!' 

= -r,,

where a, = (au, a,r,..., a* ) is a constant vector.

The state of the aggregate can change in two cases only: when an input signal arrives at the

aggregate or when a continuous component acquires a definite value. The theoretical basis

of piece-linear aggregates is their representation as piece-linear Markoff processes. The
exact definition ofpiece-linear processes is given in [NB73].

Aggregate functioning is examined on a set of time moments I = {ro, t.,...,t.,...} at which

one or several events take place, resulting in the aggregate state altemation. The set of
events E which may take place in the aggregate is divided into two non-intersecting subsets

E'=EwE'. The subset E'=ki,"i,...,eiu) comprises classes of events (or simply_-
events) el, i=l,N resulting from the arrival of input signals from the set

X =1r,,xr,...,x*\.Theclassof events ,i=k;, j=1,2,3,...),where ei, isaneventfrom

the class of events ei taking place theT-th time since the moment fo. The events from the

subset E' are called extemal events. A set of aggregate input signals is unambiguously
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reflected in the subset E i.e., X _+ 8,. The events from the subset E, = kl, ei,..., ei| are
called intemal events where ,i =lr;, j =1,2,3,...|, i=V are the classes of the aggregate
internal events. Here,/determines the number of operations taking prace in the aggregate.The events in the set E" indicate the end ofthe op"ru:,iorr. taking place in the aggregate.

For every class of events ei from the subset c', control sequences are snecineo {6{,)},
rvhere 6ft)- the duration of the operation, which is, foilowed by the event ef as well as
eventcounters tGi,d|,where r(ei t^), i=t,1 isthenumberofeventsfromtheclass
ei takenplace in the time interval [ro,r,J.

ln order to determine start and end moments of operation, taking prace in the aggregate the
so-called cbntrol sums IrGi,,,)|, {w(ei,)1, ; =ry we introduced, *t.., 

"(";, 
r,,) _ tfr":me moment of the start of operation folrowed by an event from the class ei. This time

moment is indeterminate if the operation was not sttted; w(ei,l.) is the time moment of
the end of the operation followed by the event from the class ei. In case of no priority
operations, the control sum w(eir. ) is determined in the following way:

,,,(-, . \_[t'(ui.t,)+1,r".,,.y*1, 
if atthemomenu, anoperationistakingplace,

"\.,, ,, / - I which is followed by the event e,;
I o, in the oppositecase.

The infinity symbol (o) is used to denote the undefined values ofthe variables.

The control sum definition presented above is used in simuration. when aggregate modersare used for system formalisation and correctness analysis, the controTsrim may bedetermined in a simplified way:

w(ei,4) ={. 
*' 

:, "l 
the moment t an operation is taking place, followed by the event e";

[ .o, rntheoppositecase.

control sums determine only the possibility conditions for the events after the moment r,,
while the event occurrence moments are not determined.

2.2. The Special Cases of Aggregate Model

In this section it will be shown that it is possible to get various cases ofother welr_knownmodels from the aggregate model.

Auto mata wi t hout me mory :

,(,)=a, ,,Q)=e, E' *a, E, =e , ,Q,.,)= a(ri), y = c(ri), el e E, .
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Automatawith memoryi

vQ)+a, ',k.)=a, E'*@, E'=@, 
'Q^.,)= 

H(,,Q,\e),
y =G(',Q,\ei), ei e E'.

System of dffirential equations: -

,k)=a, ""k)*@. E'--@, E'=a +=fb.,.,(,.,).'(r)], i=r*,
I € (0, 

"o).

The general model ofaggregate'.

',Q)+a, z"Q)+a, E' *o, E' +a, += ft.,,"Q.\x(r)1, re b,',^.,\,

v(r) = sert1, when t e b ^,,,-,), rQ,,.,) = tt (t,Q "\ r,), y = c(z "k,\ e,)'

e,eE'wE'.

The pi e ce -l i ne ar aggre gat e'.

vQ,)+o, z,(.)*a, E' *Q, E' * @, + =-t, re[t.,r,.,), v(t)=g"',,

when t e [r,, t, ,), 'Q^)= H(r,Q), r,), y = c(r,Q,\e,), e, e E'w E' .

3. The Use of Simulation Technique for Correctness Analysis
of Aggregate Specifications

The most widespread method used for correctness analysis of automata models is

simulation technique [NL93, NL95]. In section 2.1 it was showed that aggregate

specifications belong to the class of VO automata. It enables us to use a simulation

technique for correctness analysis of aggregate specifications. In this section simulation

technique will be used for correctness analysis ofalternating-bit protocol. We will use proof
strategy based on a hierarchy of automata. This hierarchy represented by description series

ofa system at different abstraction levels. The process ofmoving through the abstractions,

from the highest level to the lowest, is known as successive refinement. The top level may

be a problem specification written in the form of an automaton. Lower levels in the

hierarchy look more and more like an actual system that will be used in practice.

n formal specifications of the same system with different abstraction levels are presented in

Figure 1, where/1, i = 1, n - | , j = 2, , are relations between i-th andT-th specifications'

Figure l. The sequence of specifications with different abstraction levels
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l-etA and B be two VO automata with the same external interfaces. Also I is an automaton
with the higher abstraction level and B is an automaton with the lower abstraction level.
Suppose/is a binary relation-over states(A) and s/a/es(B), that is, f c states(A) x states(B).
The/is a simulation relation from I to .8, provided that both of the following are true:

l. If s e start(A) , then /(s) n srar {B) * 0 .

2. Ifsisreachablestateofl, uef(s) isareachablestateofBhnd (s,n,s,)etrans(A),
then there is an execution fragment cr of B starting with z and ending with some
u e J(s'), such that trace(a) = trace(n).

The first condition asserts that any start state of A has some corresponding start state in.B.
The second condition asserts, that any step of A, and any state of the step, have a
corresponding seqirence ofsteps in B. This corresponding sequence can consist oione ,t"p,
many steps, or even no steps, as long as the correspondence between the states is preserved
and the external.behaves is the same.

Next, a use of simulation technique for verification on ABp is discussed. we will consider
wo specifications: the first describes protocol service - higher abstraction level and the
second - an algorithm ofABP (see section 3.4) - lower abstraction level.

An aggregate system describing the service ofthe protocol is depicted in Figure 2, where
INFS - the packet, which has to be transmitted, INFR - the packet, which has been received
by receiver and ACK - an acknowledgement. state graph ol service ofABp is presented in
Figure 3.

Figure 2. Aggregate system describing the service ofABp

Figure 3. The state graph of service ABP
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Figure 4 depicts aggregate system ofABP with lower abstraction level.

' Figure 4. Aggregate system ofABP (lower abstraction level)

Carried out verification of ABP showed that correctness of protocol depends on a timer
value. If the timer value is less then a sum of transmission times of packet and

acknowledgement, then the protocol does not fulfil a required service. Such situation is
illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Timing diagram of ABP when timer value is less than a sum of
transmission times of packet and acknowledgement

It is possible to formulate two problems, which arise implementing simulation technique for
analysis correctness of protocols:

. definition ofrelation/ between states in low and high abstraction levels of
specification;

. searching for trajectory(ies) in specification with lower abstraction level for each step
in specification with higher abstraction level.
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4. specification and Varidation of rimed protocol with srotReuse

4.1. lnformalDescription of the protocol

A system comprises ofa set ofstations and the server, which communicates using slots sentvia a unidirectiqnal bus tHP 97]. Stations can receive messages from an environment andforward them to the server, which remove this message from the system. The server canreceive messages from the environment and send them to a named destination station; we
assume that the environment provides this destination name. When a station receives amessage from the server and the message is destined for that station i, ,"-ou". tfra--"r.ug.
lrom the system, otherwise it retum the message to the bus.

Each station and the server identified by a unique Station Number, and comprise of a buffer(B) to hold slots from the bus and a queue (e) to hord what it ,"."iu", irom theenvironment.

The bus comprises of the slots, which hold messages or can be empty; each slot is a tuple(Slot Number, originatingstation, Destinationstation, Message). gu.h ,tot is ioeititea uy aunique identifier SlotNumber and Slots circulate in the bus by visiting each stationln rurn.

4.2. Aggregate Specification of the protocot

Aggregate system, which describes the protocol is presented in Figure 6. channels, which
are_ used, in aggregare system, are duplex, it means thar signals may f,e transmitteJ ;;m botherds _of the channel. Aggregate system consist. oi th" Oif"*i"g 

"gg;"!"t"r, frr,s/ot-l, ... ,slot M, Server, H/orkrtrtion_r, ... , workstation-(N-r;. roinaiiesiriftions ofthese aggregates are presented below.

F;].--

P'-l*--"
Figure 6. Aggregate scheme of protocol



Formal description of aggregate Server

l. The set ofinput signals. X = {xJ, rr = (s/,s,r'sf) ' 
where s/ - number ofthe slot which

is transmitted, s - number of sending station, r - number of receiving station'

[ 
0, if slot is emPtY,

11 =.{ t. if slot transmits packet to server,

iZ. if.tot transmits packet from server'

2. The set ofoutput signats' Y = ly,\' y, = (s/'s'r'sr) '

3. Thesetof externalevents. E =ki\,where ei denotesanarrivalofthe signalx1'

4. Thesetof internalevents' E'=lei,ei\'where ei meansthatserviceof slotisended;

ei - message in workstation is formed'

5. Controlling sequences- ei -+ !p,\ , i = l'2 
'where 

pt -duration of slot service in server;

,trz - duration of message formation'

6. Discrete ccmponent of state. vQ)= {v,Q.\v,(r')}, where v1(/') - number of the slot

which is served in serverl vr(tJ = 0' when there are no slots in server; w(t^) - the

number of messages in queue'

7. Continuous component;i;;)n. ,,Q)=l*Gi,,^),w(ei,t.)\,where w(eir.),i=r,2-

the time instant in which event ei has to occur'

8. Initial state. w(ei, 4) = *''Gi, t o) = \ + p2' u' (r.) = 0' u'(to) = 0'

9. Transilion and oulput operalorsl

H(e): v,Q^.,)=s/. ,(e,. t.u)=t.+ P,'

G(ei):Y = a.

H(ei): vz(t.*r) := v2(t6) - I if v2(t.) > 0;

s(1.'r) := 1 , r(t,+) := | + tp, st(tu) := 2 if mQ) > 0'

s(t *r) := Q, r(f.*r) := 0, s(t.+r) :0 if rr(t ) = 0,

yr(f.*t) : 0, w(ei, r,*, ) := * ,

where p - random value, which define the number of receiver and p e {l' "' '
N- 1).

GG)t y';= (v'(r,)' s(t,,), /(t,,,)'st(")) '

H(ei): vr(t,,-,\:= Y2(t") + I .

G(ei):Y::a.
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Formal description of aggregate Wo*stationj, j =1,2, ...,N-1.

I Thesetof inputsignals. x={4} x' =(s/,s,r,sr),

2 The set ofoutput signals. f =lytlr,yt = (s/,s,r,s/)'

3 The setofexternal events. n' = {tJ,where ei means an arrival gfthe signar xl.
4 The set of intemal .u.ntr. E' = {'i, "i\ ,where ei means that service of srot is ended in

workstation; ti rn"*, that new message has arrived to workstation.

5 Controlling sequences. 'i -+ {p) , i = l, 2 , *h".e pl - duration of slot service; p2 -
duration of message formation.

6 Discretecomponentofstate. 'Q)={''Q-\"h)l ,wherevl(tm)-numberoftheslot
which, is served in s-th workstation; v I (tm) = 0, when there are no slots in workstation;
v2(tm) - the number of messages in queue.

continuous component of s tate. z,Q 
^) = {w(ei, t,,\ w(el' t 

^)} .

Initial state. w(ei,to) = a, w(ei,t) = to I p2, vlt|) = 0, vr(lo) = 0.

Transition and output operators:

H(e): v,(t..,)= sl , w(ei,r,,,\ = t. + ttt.

G(ei): Y= a.

H(ei): aQ.l:= t Q)- l,s(/61) := j,r(t.+)::1,
s(/,a;) := I if s/(/.) --0 r: q(t,)> 0,

s(/,*;):= 0, t'(t,*r):=0,st(t-*1)::0 if s/(1.) = I nr(t,)= j,
vr(t,+r) : 0, w(ei, /,*, ) = co.

G(e): y,:= (v, (r. ),s(t, ),rG ),st(t,,)).
H(ei): vr(t,,-,):=, vz()+l .

G(ei): Y:: o.

4.3. Results of Validation of protocol

Specification presented in the previous section was validated using validation subsystem of
protocol analysis system PRANAS-2 [Hp94]. some results of validation are presented in
Table 2, when number of workstation is 2 and I slot is in the bus. opeiation .,slot
transmission" describes a process of slot transmission through a bus. operation .Slot in
station" describes process of slot processing in either seryer or workstation. Beside the
ixrows names of operations are written, which initialise transition to other state. State 3g3
describes situation, when each station has message for transmission and the slot is
transmitted to server. when operation "slot transmission" ends the state is changed.

Table 2 illustrates validation experiment that after some transitions all messages, which are
in stations (state 383), are transmitted to other stations.
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Discrete state component

I
0
0

0
I

I

00
tl
0l

0
I
I
I

0
0
0

00
0t
ll
3132

00
0l
0l
1000

t0
0l
0l
t000

l0
0t
0l
200

Table 2. ofvalidation

Slot transmission

Slot in station

Slot transmission

SIot in station

Slot transmission

Slot in station

Slot in station

Slot tmnsmission

l{orkstation 2

Active operations

Message

Message

Message
Slot trmsmission

Message Slot in station
Message

Message

Message Slot in station
Message

Message
Slot tmnsmission

Message

Message Slot in station
Messge
Slot transmission

Message

Message

Message
Slot transmission

Message

Message

Message Slot in station

Message
Message

Message

Slot transmission

M€ssage Slot in station
Message

Message

Message

Message

Message

Message

Messge Slot in station
Message

I
0
0
2
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